Nissan rogue reviews

Nissan's Rogue compact SUV receives a much-needed redesign for the model year and offers
more attractive styling, modernized interior tech, improved performance, and more adept
ride-and-handling. Historically, the Rogue has sold well against segment leaders such as the
Honda CR-V , Mazda CX-5 , and Volkswagen Tiguan , but wasn't as good overall, languishing far
down in our rankings. With this redesign, Nissan's money maker turns up the charm in an
attempt to shake off its history of mediocrityâ€”something we think has been relatively
successful. The model year will mark the start of a new generation for the Nissan Rogue. The
compact SUV receives a ground-up redesign, and its new, boxier styling gives it a more
handsome and truck-like appearance. The mid-level SV model offers the best mix of features for
the money. It adds niceties such as inch aluminum wheels, an eight-way power-adjustable
driver's seat, a degree exterior camera system, and Nissan's ProPilot Assist semi-autonomous
driving mode. We'd spring for the SV Premium package too, which adds a panoramic sunroof, a
power-operated rear liftgate, roof rails, and faux-leather upholstery. Like the previous
generation Rogue, the model is powered by a 2. A continuously variable automatic transmission
CVT and front-wheel drive will be standard; all-wheel drive is optional. We've criticized the last
generation Rogue for its lackadaisical acceleration and clumsy handling; the model has
improved in both categories. At our test track, we recorded a quicker, but still uninspired, 8. The
EPA estimates that front-wheel drive Rogues should deliver up to 27 mpg city and 35 mpg
highway; going with all-wheel drive models are rated at up to 26 mpg city and 33 mpg highway.
On our mph highway fuel-economy route , our all-wheel drive test vehicle managed 32 mpg. The
Rogue's new interior borrows styling cues from both the Altima family sedan and the recently
redesigned Sentra compact sedan. Thoughtful storage cubbies, a bi-level dashboard, and a
squared-off shift knob are rich-looking design elements that improve usability and give the
interior a modern flair. Cloth seating is standard but the mid-range SV model can be had with
optional faux-leather upholstery; the upscale SL and Platinum Rogues get genuine leather, the
latter being a semi-aniline hide with quilted stitching. Three-zone automatic climate control,
heated front seats, and a heated steering wheel will all be available features. Passenger space
inside is about the same as the outgoing model, but cargo capacity behind the rear seat has
decreased slightly from 39 cubic-feet to 37 cubic-feet. Standing proud and tall on the dashboard
is a touchscreen infotainment system. While an 8. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are both
standard, and high-end features, such as in-dash navigation or a Bose stereo system, are
optional. However, we expect both agencies to weigh in on the SUV's safety soon. The Rogue
comes with a host of standard driver-assistance features to help it compete with well-equipped
rivals, such as the Toyota RAV4 and Subaru Forester. Key safety features include:. Nissan's
standard warranty coverage offers no frills, and rivals, such as the Kia Sportage and Hyundai
Tucson , provide longer periods of protection and, in the case of the Hyundai, three years of
complimentary scheduled maintenance. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the Nissan Rogue. The Car and
Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Nissan. The Nissan Rogue is one of the best-selling compact crossovers on the market, with a
solid mix of handsome styling and comfortable accommodations. It's also Nissan's most
popular model, outselling the Altima and the Sentra sedans. Still, the Rogue underperforms
compared with the segment's many more desirable alternatives. Its four-cylinder engine
struggles to move the hefty crossover, which also feels heavy-handed to drive. However, it does
afford a compliant ride and ample passenger space. The Rogue also offers a host of standard
driver assists and infotainment features, but the entire package lacks the cohesion of premier
rivals such as the Honda CR-V and the Volkswagen Tiguan. Although the Rogue may not rank
among the best crossovers and SUVs , it's a useful transportation device for modern families.
After Nissan made several driver assists standard and added some new packages for the
previous model year, the Rogue carries over unchanged. However, every model does receive a
small price increase and the hybrid powertrain has been discontinued. An all-new Rogue will go
on sale later this year as a model and it looks like it'll be worth the wait. That's why we'd
recommend the mid-level SV model. Every Rogue SV has standard amenities such as heated
front seats, a power driver's seat, dual-zone climate control, a motion-activated liftgate, and rear
automated emergency braking. Likewise, the kit includes technology such as a degree camera
system and Nissan's semi-autonomous ProPilot Assist feature. Likes: Relaxed ride comfort,
light steering effort. Dislikes: Sluggish acceleration, clumsy handling, mediocre braking
performance. Noisy and reluctant can describe an unsettled stomach after a supersize value
mealâ€”or the Rogue's gasoline powertrain. The hp four-cylinder and continuously variable
automatic transmission CVT is the standard setup. The CVT's sluggish response and languid
power delivery cause the engine to wail under heavy throttle; this powertrain seems to drag the
Rogue around town rather than pull it. While a hybrid was previously available , Nissan dropped

that powertrain after the model year. That leaves only the Toyota RAV4 and the Mitsubishi
Outlander plug-in hybrid as the only hybrid choices in this class. The Rogue's soft suspension
provides a pleasant, relaxed ride, which is about the only compliment we can give. Its spongy
ride compromises overall control, though, causing the crossover to bob and heave around
corners taken at even relatively sedate velocities. Nor does it feel planted and stable when
traveling down the highway in a straight line. While the Rogue's cornering grip was similar to its
competitors in our testing, its larger dimensions and listless steering combine to make it feel
unexpectedly cumbersome relative to those same compact rivals. The EPA rates the Rogue
among the most fuel efficient in its class. The front-drive model has estimates of 26 mpg city
and 33 highway, while the all-wheel-drive version shaves 1 mpg off both ratings. However, the
anemic gas-powered Rogue proved less economical than advertised during our real-world mile
highway fuel-economy test, delivering only 28 mpg despite its rating of Likes: Stylish cabin,
comfortable seats, plentiful cargo space. Dislikes: Tight rear-seat legroom, cut-rate infotainment
system, no power-adjustable passenger's seat. The Rogue's interior is a comfortable and
attractive environment, and the Platinum Reserve Interior package takes it into luxury territory
with caramel-colored leather seatsâ€”but it's only available on the top-tier SL. Nissan's Zero
Gravity front bucket seats provide incredible comfort, although we're surprised a
power-adjustable passenger seat isn't offered. The Rogue has excellent front-passenger space,
but long-legged passengers may find the rear seats a bit pinched. Every Rogue has a standard
infotainment system with a 7. The touchscreen is surrounded by physical buttons, which are
useful, but the setup lacks a home button. The screen is low-resolution, the menus are not
structured intuitively, and the small labels make the buttons difficult to identify at night. The
Rogue can haul luggage with the segment's best in class, as it held a similar number of
carry-ons 22 with the rear seats folded as the Kia Sportage and the Ford Escape. Impressive
cargo volume with the seats up or down, along with decent cubby storage space, make the
Nissan a practical instrument. Apart from the cabin's cubbies and compartments, there is also
Nissan's Divide-N-Hide cargo system. It allows the rear floor to be raised or lowered, to be used
as a shelf, or to cover hidden compartments. While we found it to be clumsy to use, it's a
creative and functional addition. The Rogue did not perform well in crash-testing. However, it
has numerous standard driver-assistance technologies. It also can be equipped with ProPilot
Assist, which uses lane-keeping assist and stop-and-go adaptive cruise control to help the
driver accelerate, brake, and steer on the highway. Key safety features include:. Nissan endows
the Rogue with competitive coveragesâ€”except compared with the Sportage, which shares the
best warranty in this class with the Hyundai Tucson. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s
to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. Michael Simari Car and Driver. More on the Nissan Rogue.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Nissan. This is my second Rogue SV with
premium package. It has more bells and whistles than anything else in class and they all come
standard. Test drove the Honda CRV which has horrible body roll, is noisy and an
uncomfortable seat if you butt is a little larger. Test drove Toyota, Rav 4 which is more peppy
but has fewer features as standard and the warning light for a nearby vehicle is in the mirror so
not easily caught in periphery vision the way the Rogue is. Like the high stadium back row much better for stopping car sickness in kids, the adaptable trunk lay out - hold a week of
groceries, a stroller, and some general junk without any problem - and the birds eye reversing
camera stops me hitting the garage door when I park. New features on the include automatic
emergency breaking when the kids are running behind the car. Perfect for family living. This is
my first new car purchase, it replaced a Trailblazer so the driving dynamics are very different. I
have driven the comparable Toyota and Honda offerings, and genuinely feel this is a great
value. The tech and safety features are excellent for the price point. Some people complain that
it feels sluggish, but my daily is an F with a 5. This is my first car with a CVT and I have no
complaints so far. Excellent tech features with the birds eye view, lane departure and blind spot
warnings. Lots of space inside for both long legged passengers and luggage. A reliable car
even on a long drive. Cheap interior materials - including the plastics and steering trim. Paint on
the door ledge completely wears out with normal use in a short time. Not something you expect
in a quality brand. Mileage about 23 mpg only. Goes as high as 33 on the highway but without
AC and with lots of downhill sections. Seat power panel poorly designed and needs
replacement regularly. Unnecessary maintenance recommended by dealer. When the lease on
my Rogue was up I wanted to upgrade to the for the safety features. Because it has the lane
departure warnings and other newer safety features, my car insurance actually went down. I
also think my new Rogue handles better and rides smoother than the model. This car is the
perfect size and has all the cargo room and versatility I need. It may not go from 0 to 60 in 2.
Honestly, there is nothing I don't love about this car. The car is nice but the engine is sluggish
and the cvt transmission from Nissan seems to have a habit of failing from all the research I

have done. I have had one cvt fail five months after warranty expired of course. I will NOT use a
cvt again. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Rogue. View Photos.
MSRP Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Pros appearance comfort value interior seats driving experience sound system ride quality
infotainment system climate control visibility. Spacious interior with neat tech features. Randy
T. Items per page:. Write a review See all Rogues for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Rogue.
Sign Up. I just survived in the back seat and my children who were in the front seat and drivers
seat in a bad car crash where we were t-boned, flew backwards airborne and flipped on our side
and we all walked away with the curtain airbags. I can't say enough how the safe the car was to
keep us unharmed. I promptly went and bought a SL Rogue since the was totaled. A
comfortable ride. Nice seats. Excellent navigation and stereo system. Car rides good. The
acceleration in sports mode is ok. Not do in echo or regular mode. Mileage is average. Gas tank
only takes a little over 14 gallons. Safety is excellent. I survived a crash Test Drive the SV Or the
SL trim and compaire the features on both, you get alot of things most others do not offer and
the interior looks well made and higher quaility than others, Yes the engine is smaller but it is a
compact SUV not a sports car! We get good MPG in town and on the interstate MPG at the legal
speed limit, also on the SL trim the chrome accents set off the outside appearance. PART2 , We
had the Nissan Rogue about 11 months now and we are very happy with it the SUV,it still runs
great and looks new, we do keep in the garage and I wash it by hand, we live in California and
they are messing with our gasoline again and so the mpg has gone down alittle, the only
problem we had to date was the outside air temp. I will do another review in the future we had
our Nissan for 16 months it has been good to us, overall great looks, one thing that we had on
going is the Drivers seat clicks while moving in the car, I had it to the dealership 2 times, and
they can not find the problem they said drive it and maybe it will get worse so they can hear it or
feel it? We took a mile trip through Ca. We still like our Nissan Rogue! This is my 5th Nissan - 2
Pathfinders and now my 3rd Rogue. Wasn't even really considering a trade to a '19 till the safety
features made me decide to again. I am under 5ft and my husband is over 6ft we both are very
comfortable. I admit they haven't really changed up the 'look' of the inside - I
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just traded my '14 which is a little disappointing, but now I have heated steering wheel, a load
more of safety assist features, etc. Of all my Nissan products I have never experienced any
major car troubles. Mileage is very good. I have , on my Rogue SV and would buy it again. It is
comfortable, has ample space and strong ride quality. I have spent a total of 40 dollars on
repairs aside from tires and breaks so very pleased from that standpoint. The car is great in the
snow. The only drawback is the headlights which are very bad on low beam, espectially in the
rain. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Rogue. View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. Pros safety value fuel efficiency transmission driving experience ride quality towing road
noise brakes. Lot of car for the money Items per page:. Write a review See all Rogues for sale.
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